
 #hcsm - May 11, 2014  

6:00

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed

Welcome to (#hcsm) healthcare communications & social 
media. If you're joining tonight, please introduce yourself! 
(@danamlewis moderating)

6:01

Gnosis Media Group@GnosisArts

#hcsm: marcomm practices in healthcare. Mod: 
@HealthSocMed When: Sun 8:00pm CST. 
#tweetchatshappeningnow

6:01

HealthSocMed | #hcsm@HealthSocMed

We will assume all tweets within #hcsm during following hour 
are your own & not those of your employers (unless 
specifically declared).



6:01

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr

Good evening from St. Louis, #hcsm 'ers

6:01

georgemargelis@georgemargelis

Hi George Margelis geek doctor from Sydney Australia joining 
in #hcsm

6:02

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr

And happy Mothers Day to all to whom that applies #hcsm

6:02

T2D Research@T2DRemission

Michael Massing, Connecticut, clinical research editor, 
diabetes treatment self-experimenter and gadfly. #hcsm



6:02

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr

My #hcsm tweets are mine unless I steal them wholesale from 
someone else. @HealthSocMed

6:03

Joshua Brett@joshdbrett

Hello #hcsm! Joshua here from Philadelphia excited to be 
back after a great PRSA Health Academy conference in D.C.

6:03

Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl

Howdy! Laurel, photographer in Orlando. Just got home from a 
barbecue to show my mom and aunt how awesome they are. :) 
#hcsm



6:03

Joshua Brett@joshdbrett

Also, Happy Mother's Day to all the moms on #hcsm!

6:03

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr

I usually give them back when I'm done with them. 
@danamlewis #hcsm

6:04

Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl

My tweets are my own on the basis that no one else wants 
them, anyway. #hcsm



6:04

Jennifer Chevinsky@jchevinsky

Jen - @BioethxChat creator/moderator & med/bioethics 
student... about time for another #hcsm chat!

6:04

Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez

Hola peeps! Carmen from Glendale, CA, quality improvement 
communications manager; fan of Montoya's Water&Power; 
new owner of a Mazda3 #hcsm

6:04

Laurel Ann Whitlock@twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr @danamlewis I hope you rewind them first. 
Otherwise, that's just rude. #datedcomments #hcsm



6:04

Dr. Amanda Young@DocAmandaYoung

Greetings all in #hcsm. Psychologist from MN here. I will be 
juggling the chat and the Wild playoff game tonight. :)

6:04

Annette McKinnon@anetto

Hi, Annette here from Toronto, Mom, blogger and patient 
#hcsm

6:04

Amelia Lehto@Atoes84

@HealthSocMed @danamlewis Amelia Lehto, Metro Detroit 
Crisis Interventionist here #hcsm



6:04

Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez

@twirlandswirl Howdy Laurel Ann! #hcsm

6:05

Liam Farrell@drlfarrell

Liam,columnist,ex-family doc,checking in from Ireland;2 am 
here,the children of the nite,what beautiful music they make.... 
#hcsm

6:05

Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez

@anetto Hi Annette! #hcsm



6:05

#LupusChat@TiffanyAndLupus

Tiffany, chiming in from NYC, lupus warrior & health advocate. 
#hcsm

6:05

Annette McKinnon@anetto

@crgonzalez Congratulations Carmen! That's exciting #hcsm

6:05

Rishi Kumar, MD@RKmd

Happy Mother's Day #hcsm! Rishi, anesthesia resident, blog at 
rk.md, lurking tonight!



6:05

AnnMarie Walsh@padschicago

AnnMarie, social media geek, caffeine lover, mom, and past 
healthcare worker. #hcsm

6:05

Dana Lewis | #hcsm@danamlewis

Welcome, all, to #hcsm! <-- Dana Lewis, #hcsm creator/
moderator; thinker | doer | teacher of health & digital. Chief 
Data Producer #DIYPS

6:05

Carmen Gonzalez@crgonzalez

@anetto Vroom, vroom! #hcsm



6:05

Robert Mahoney@mahoneyr

How many Twitter #hcsm denizens are old enough to even 
know how to "rewind" anything? @twirlandswirl @danamlewis

6:06

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@jchevinsky @BioethxChat Yes! Come to #bioethx tomorrow 
night, I hear they have an amazing guest host! #hcsm

6:06

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

Ha ha! RT @mahoneyr How many Twitter #hcsm denizens are 
old enough to even know how to "rewind" anything? 
@twirlandswirl @danamlewis

6:06

Orsolya Király @okiraly

@HealthSocMed hi #hcsm, Orsolya here, internist in Southern 
California, lurking in tonight's chat



6:06

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr @danamlewis Well, I'm 28, and I made the 
reference. :P #hcsm

6:06

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@mahoneyr I am proud of my seasoned rewinding faculties 
#hcsm

6:06

Annette McKinnon @anetto

@mahoneyr You're not alone. #hcsm



6:06

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

@mahoneyr most. also, age is a number that is irrelevant in 
#hcsm FYI @twirlandswirl

6:06

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

Hi everyone- Bill from Monterey Park, California. Occupational 
therapist and autism self-advocate. #hcsm

6:07

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers 
joining tonight :), and of course our friendly lurkers. Tweet in 
anytime!



6:07

Hospital Tech @HospitalTech

#hcsm – May 11, 2014 goo.gl/ZqTbgd

6:07

T2D Research @T2DRemission

@danamlewis Besides, on the Internet, you're either 30 or 
100. #hcsm

6:07

Dr. Amanda Young @DocAmandaYoung

(raises hand) RT @mahoneyr How many Twitter #hcsm 
denizens are old enough to even know how to "rewind" 
anything? @twirlandswirl @danamlewis



6:07

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

@danamlewis @mahoneyr @twirlandswirl I like to tell people 
that I am 21. For some reason my birth certificate says I am 43 
though. :( #hcsm

6:07

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

I'm actually kinda mid-family-emergency at the moment, but I'm 
helplessly on the wrong side of the planet, so, here I am. 
#hcsm

6:07

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes. 
Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself!



6:08

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@padschicago @danamlewis @mahoneyr It's funny, I turn 29 
this year, so I wonder how many people will think I'm joking 
when I say so. #hcsm

6:08

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

Josh Herigon, 7 days from graduating #medschool, I produce 
@mediiolab, glad to join #hcsm tonight!

6:08

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Wont be true much longer. See digg.com/video/kids-rea… 
@twirlandswirl @danamlewis #hcsm



6:08

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

"For The Patients," the latest (#3) in my 6-part Healthcare & 
Social Media blog series! austinchiang.com/medblog/
2014/5… … #hcsm #hcsmca #HITsm #HCLDR

6:08

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

Congrats! RT @JoshHerigon Josh Herigon, 7 days from 
graduating #medschool, I produce @mediiolab, glad to join 
#hcsm tonight!

6:08

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@JoshHerigon Congrats Josh! #hcsm



6:09

Matt Van Pelt @MattVanPelt

Manager of Social Media & Digital Marketing - Upstate NY 
#hcsm

6:09

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

I like to pretend I'm not old enough to remember rewinding but 
I listened to 8-tracks as a kid. #hcsm

6:09

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

TOPIC 1 - So much data, so little attention span in #hcsm. How 
can we best communicate complex health information online 
to patients? #hcsm



6:09

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

T1 live at #hcsm - So much data, so little attention span in 
#hcsm. How can we best communicate complex health 
information online for pts?

6:09

Diverse Alzheimers @DiverseAlz

Happy to be up to join #hcsm from the UK Good morning or 
rather good evening everyone

6:09

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

OMG so did I! RT @mahoneyr I like to pretend I'm not old 
enough to remember rewinding but I listened to 8-tracks as a 
kid. #hcsm



6:09

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

T1 *resists urge to yell SQUIRREL and run away* #hcsm

6:09

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@BillWongOT Way to represent the Eastside, bro (fist pump) 
#hcsm

6:09

Claire Crossley @ClaireSMBB

Congrats! "@JoshHerigon: Josh Herigon, 7 days from 
graduating #medschool, I produce @mediiolab, glad to join 
#hcsm tonight!"



6:10

Dan Goldman @danielg280

@mahoneyr Coincidentally, fired up my mid-70's era Pioneer 
receiver today for the first time in decades. Worked like a 
charm #hcsm

6:10

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

T1 Step one: de-complexify. #hcsm

6:10

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

T1: Use infographics where possible. Use analogies that make 
sense to your patients' lives #hcsm



6:10

Jewels @She_Sugar

Jewels checking in - nurse from AZ #hcsm

6:10

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T1 first, we need to ensure that health information is 
understandable and accessible to all levels of health literacy 
#hcsm

6:10

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@HealthSocMed another will be highlighting some key info 
that clients have to know. #hcsm



6:10

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T1 Some webinars are really helpful but seem to take so much 
time. Can't skim through #hcsm

6:10

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T1 Meet people where they are - both in terms of location and 
knowledge-base #hcsm

6:11

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

(If we could find another term, I'd be much happier. :P) #hcsm



6:11

Liam Farrell @drlfarrell

TI #hcsm can be a starting pt for further investigation; but also 
possible to get across big points in small words

6:11

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

T1: If you lack graphic skills, reach out to art students to help---
they need portfolio work, so it is a win-win situation #hcsm

6:11

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@danamlewis This is a start! UM studied what data 
visualizations are best understood by patients vizhealth.org 
#hcsm



6:11

Matt Van Pelt @MattVanPelt

T1 - Use infographics and work to condense a lot of complex 
data into simple to read charts and highlight 3-5 items #hcsm

6:11

georgemargelis @georgemargelis

T1: Make it relevant to audience and give scope for deep dive 
#hcsm

6:11

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

T1 #hcsm: Learn what your audience is talking about and fit 
your message w/in that context, frame of reference to extent 
possible.



6:11

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

+1 RT @JBBC: T1 first, we need to ensure that health 
information is understandable and accessible to all levels of 
health literacy #hcsm

6:11

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@anetto yes... but I would say not too long... also you got to 
promote them. #hcsm

6:11

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

T1 Link to reliable information. Be precise in tweets, use 
hashtags. #hcsm



6:12

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T1 Recognize the strengths of each online platform - some 
better for more general review, others for more in depth 
explanations #hcsm

6:12

T2D Research @T2DRemission

A1 Twitter is good discipline for that. When RTing links, I like to 
point to the practical or the dubious—not always the headline. 
#hcsm

6:12

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@anetto I was thinking a podcast highlighting different 
concepts each time, and no more than 10-15 minutes. #hcsm



6:12

Diverse Alzheimers @DiverseAlz

A1 All great points and as alluded to plain English #hcsm

6:12

Jewels @She_Sugar

T1. Terminology is the key - make it understandable and 
digestible. #hcsm

6:12

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

T1 in complex situations, break message down to a small 
number of key points. Write message down if necessarily to 
allow pt review #hcsm



6:12

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr I think I have to de-complexify the word "de-
complexify" first.... #hcsm

6:12

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

Hi! Austin, current IM Columbia resident, future 
@BrighamWomens GI fellow. Just posted 3 of 6-part #hcsm 
blog series austinchiang.com/medblog/2014/5…

6:12

T2D Research @T2DRemission

@danielg280 I own speaker wire. #hcsm



6:12

#LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus

T1: Best way to communicate complex health topics to patients 
is to use easier terms, visual diagrams/video. #hcsm

6:13

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @JBBC T1 Partner with community-based orgs to develop 
outreach programs to discuss health information topics #hcsm

6:13

Clay Chappell, MD @CChappellMD

A1: Use hcsm to direct pts to more in depth resources 
(Websites, books, etc.). We can direct them to trustworthy 
sources. #hcsm



6:13

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@waisunchan The Quick and Dirty Tips series are great 
examples. #hcsm

6:13

couragesings @couragesings

T1 use of visuals like infographics, video to be precise #hcsm

6:13

Dan Goldman @danielg280

T1: realize you're competing 4 attention: b interesting, b 
readable, get 2 the point #hcsm



6:13

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T1 Work with consumer advocate organizations on outreach 
programs to vulnerable populations #hcsm

6:13

Jewels @She_Sugar

@JoshHerigon @JBBC Yes - and that's usually a 5th grade 
reading level. #hcsm

6:13

Matt Van Pelt @MattVanPelt

T1: what infographic tools do you use? #hcsm



6:14

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

T1 Is there a difference in how we convey information to 
patients in general and information for a specific patient? 
#hcsm

6:14

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@crgonzalez Art students here instructed NOT to take 
unpaying jobs (disrespectful), classes sometimes partner 
across disciplines. #hcsm

6:14

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T1 As you plan educational materials for your patients, be 
aware that many of them may have poor reading skills. #hcsm



6:14

Jewels @She_Sugar

@TiffanyAndLupus True - videos are very effective teaching 
tools. #hcsm

6:14

Annette McKinnon @anetto

@T2DRemission We still have a turntable. 2 in fact #hcsm

6:14

Justin Morgan, MD @JustinMorganMD

T1: In-visit videos can be helpful if available #hcsm



6:14

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@JBBC I work in the Medicaid space and this is so true. 
Community partnerships are so important to connecting with 
vulnerable. #hcsm

6:14

Dr. Rob Lamberts @doc_rob

#hcsm T1. Know your patients. Personal information is much 
more trustworthy.

6:14

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

#HCSM T1 User-friendly platforms have been created to 
organize one's data and help connect with other pts to educate 
one another!



6:15

couragesings @couragesings

T1 #pts teaching other #pts? peer support? #hcsm

6:15

Matthew Ray Scott @matthewrayscott

A TED playlist to watch: What doctors worry about ted.com/
playlists/70/w… #HCSM

6:15

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

T1 Infographic tools are clear & simple looking attractive 
however the sources & the information needs to be checked 
for reliability #hcsm



6:15

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

Want some suggestions for ease-of-use tools? try 
piktochart.com or easel.ly #hcsm

6:15

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T1 Be aware of different learning styles - just as true for 
patients learning about disease as for students/practitioners 
#hcsm

6:15

�Anna� @smanna750

A1: keep it simple. I leave w/10 pg diet explanations, call the 
nutritionist and she says just stop eating complex sugar. 
(Example) #hcsm



6:15

Annette McKinnon @anetto

@JBBC It's much more complex but it needs to be accessible 
to all. Even more important with low health literacy #hcsm

6:15

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@She_Sugar yes that's very true #hcsm

6:15

Diverse Alzheimers @DiverseAlz

@HealthSocMed mentioned webinars...form partnerships to 
organize online health information day or something to that 
effect. #hcsm #subjects



6:15

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@anetto we have to remember this - it's such an important 
point #hcsm

6:16

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@JBBC Many state Medicaid programs require member 
materials, web sites and other comms targeted for members to 
be at 6th grade level. #hcsm

6:16

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T1 Individuals with limited reading skills tire quickly when 
reading info should be presented in a short, concise, direct 
manner. #hcsm



6:16

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T1 Recognize when you can't break down the complexity - 
shows gap in knowledge on one's OWN part - not reflection on 
patient #hcsm

6:16

Jewels @She_Sugar

@couragesings The best sources of information can be from 
people walking in your shoes. #hcsm

6:16

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@joshdbrett that's important - thanks for sharing #hcsm



6:16

couragesings @couragesings

@anetto Yes, agreed. And online support groups. #hcsm

6:17

Dr. Rob Lamberts @doc_rob

#hcsm T1 - Patients don’t know what to trust. They embrace 
information I give based on my knowledge of THEM.

6:17

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @doc_rob #hcsm T1 - Patients don’t know what to trust. 
They embrace information I give based on my knowledge of 
THEM.



6:17

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

True RT @waisunchan T1 As a doctor I still regularly use 
Patient information sheets. Pts only recall approx 30% of the 
consultation #hcsm

6:17

Claire Crossley @ClaireSMBB

@JBBC Great point; additionally, little/no access to info and in 
city like Toronto, English is 2nd language for many. #hcsm

6:17

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

Draw on tools and resources from the Health Resources and 
Service Administration hrsa.gov/culturalcompet… #hcsm



6:17

April Foreman @DocForeman

@JBBC Not all info has to be text. :) #hcsm

6:17

couragesings @couragesings

T1 I think less text is best. Visually present things in the most 
concise form possible. Not going to read through all the text. 
#hcsm

6:17

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T1 @patientslikeme patientslikeme.com is one such awesome 
tool. I discuss it here: austinchiang.com/medblog/2014/5… 
#hcsm



6:18

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

We've had to re-write consent forms for 6th grade level. 
Surprisingly hard to convey HC info at 6th grade level 
@joshdbrett @JBBC #hcsm

6:18

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T1 aside from literacy considerations, we ALL better 
understand information that is presented in a simple, concise, 
clear manner. #hcsm

6:18

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@padschicago @waisunchan I've gotten info sheets that 
contradict what I was told... if used, which is fine, must be up to 
date. #hcsm



6:18

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

T1 #hcsm - pondering for chronic illnesses, if info can be 
categorized & presented over time? Ex: need to know now vs 
ok to learn later

6:18

Dr. Rob Lamberts @doc_rob

#hcsm T1 Also being accessible to them when they have 
questions is key to give useful info.

6:19

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@mahoneyr there's a skill to it I agree - I've worked with 
national health literacy agency to design patient info #hcsm



6:19

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@DocForeman absolutely! #hcsm

6:19

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

T1 #hcsm - related, thinking about how we present this flood of 
info to pts. Even if well-written/presented, often overwhelming 
to face.

6:19

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@mahoneyr @JBBC I know, I've had to do it myself. It's 
especially hard w/ consent forms and oher things of a blatantly 
legal nature. #hcsm



6:19

couragesings @couragesings

T1 a place where #pts can ask questions after the appt would 
be helpful; much of the time, the questions come later #hcsm

6:19

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T1 I used to like the online CMEs. Format: segment/questions/
answers and on to the next section. Scored your knowledge 
#hcsm

6:20

Jewels @She_Sugar

@JBBC Under stress - the simpler the better. #hcsm



6:20

Rishi Kumar, MD @RKmd

@doc_rob Agreed! Access is key. It's the online equivalent of a 
follow-up. =) #hcsm

6:20

T2D Research @T2DRemission

@She_Sugar I avoid video for learning whenever text is 
available. But then, I may be hyperlexic. #hcsm

6:20

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

T1 The priorities of what the pt needs to know on complex 
issues & what HCPs want to talk about may differ. Seek how 
much they want #hcsm



6:20

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

Use apps to help your writing cut through the clutter, e.g. 
hemingwayapp.com #hcsm

6:20

Jewels @She_Sugar

Yes -> RT @mahoneyr T1 Never had a patient complain that I 
was oversimplifying when I was explaining things. #hcsm

6:20

Amy Byer Shainman @BRCAresponder

Utilize the advocates out there--the ones in the trenches that 
have large Facebook support groups. #hcsm T1



6:21

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @BRCAresponder Utilize the advocates out there--the 
ones in the trenches that have large Facebook support groups. 
#hcsm T1

6:21

couragesings @couragesings

@waisunchan very true. Important to find out the goals of the 
#pt & work w/them #hcsm

6:21

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T1 Pamphlets seem so cold and impersonal - not all parts are 
relevant. #hcsm



6:21

Diverse Alzheimers @DiverseAlz

Liaise health librarians and information specialists many of 
whom have that experience/knowledge @pfanderson 
@danamlewis #hcsm

6:22

Sameena Aghi @sameena00

@HealthSocMed for complex #hcsm topics, must be repetitive 
with message. For example #ACA... Many people still think 
Obamacare is "worse"

6:22

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T1 Make it fun. Too much of healthcare is not marketed 
well...not a surprise attention is cut short. #hcsm



6:22

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr Especially if they're shocked/scared, I think 
oversimplification can be helpful, avoid misunderstandings. 
#hcsm

6:22

Dr. Rob Lamberts @doc_rob

#hcsm T1. I write my own. I can make it more interesting and 
use humor to keep them engaged. Stuff on line is often poorly 
written & dull

6:22

Jewels @She_Sugar

@danamlewis The flood of papers can be overwhelming - 
especially with a new diagnosis. Don't assume it will all be 
read/ understood. #hcsm



6:22

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

Yes! RT @AustinChiangMD T1 Make it fun. Too much of 
healthcare is not marketed well...not a surprise attention is cut 
short. #hcsm

6:22

Dan Goldman @danielg280

2b honest, I rarely find infographics helpful. I find they clutter 
and distract more often than they elucidate. Poor execution? 
#hcsm

6:22

Diverse Alzheimers @DiverseAlz

Yes @anetto @couragesings patient blogs have usefulness 
as well as websites emerging telling patient stories some run 
by medics #hcsm



6:22

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

@She_Sugar exactly. I'm wondering on HCP side how many 
consider this & stage the information presentation at a more 
manageable pace? #hcsm

6:22

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @doc_rob #hcsm I write my own. I can make it more 
interesting and use humor to keep them engaged. Stuff on line 
is often poorly written

6:22

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T1 I like the idea of a "Choose Your Own Adventure" style 
pamphlet ,since we're being retro #hcsm



6:23

Jewels @She_Sugar

Many are generic RT @anetto T1 Pamphlets seem so cold 
and impersonal - not all parts are relevant. #hcsm

6:23

couragesings @couragesings

@doc_rob yes! when not receiving bad news about health 
from doc, brain shuts down; unable to process what is being 
said #hcsm

6:23

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T1 making health information actionable and usable for 
patients and consumers is also important consideration #hcsm



6:23

#LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus

T1 I use apps like @Care_Coach which record my Dr session 
so I can remember instructions after AND the ?s I wanted to 
ask during visit #hcsm

6:23

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@DiverseAlz @danamlewis Yep! And librarians love to help 
people, provide information #hcsm

6:23

Amy Byer Shainman @BRCAresponder

@anetto #hcsm information or pamphlet combined with 
personal connection can be helpful.



6:23

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@anetto This would be interesting for the 'choose to smoke' or 
'choose not to smoke' adventures #hcsm

6:23

April Foreman @DocForeman

@She_Sugar @danamlewis I'm throwing the papers away. I'm 
not going to get anything I can't find more conveniently on my 
phone. #hcsm

6:23

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@twirlandswirl Hospitals and docs would be well-served by 
having a 4th grader on staff to review materials for 
comprehension. ;) #hcsm



6:23

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

T1 #hcsm - what if you could "choose your own adventure" or 
choose level (beg. int. or adv.) and website of health info 
would adapt to that?

6:24

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T1 .@padschicago If we can spend hours on other social 
media platforms, draw on those models for inspiration. #hcsm

6:24

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

T1 if the young can find it difficult to absorb complex medical 
info think how difficult it is for the elderly/cognitively impaired 
#hcsm



6:24

Dr. Rob Lamberts @doc_rob

#HCSM T1 in writing, I consider the following: “What are they 
afraid of?” and “What will help them the most?”

6:24

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

t1 Use plain language always - helps users to find what they 
need, understand what they find, and act on what they find 
#hcsm

6:24

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@danamlewis Great idea - website often have only one option 
& you are stuck with it. Very helpful to have dif levels! #hcsm



6:25

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@crgonzalez @twirlandswirl That will be hard- perhaps the 
HCP's can have kids they know as guinea pigs unofficially. 
#hcsm

6:25

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

Great discussion on T1 (presenting complex health info online/
to pts). Moving on to T2 shortly! #hcsm

6:25

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@waisunchan To hell with child labor laws! LOL #hcsm



6:25

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T1 Emphasize how sharing one's info via @patientslikeme not 
only helps organize data, but also advances the entire field of 
medicine. #hcsm

6:25

Rishi Kumar, MD @RKmd

@danamlewis I think it'd be easier to write our assessments 
(beginner) and link to credible studies/sources (advanced). 
#hcsm

6:25

April Foreman @DocForeman

@She_Sugar @danamlewis The papers are to cover the 
doctor. Not really ever helpful for me or my kids as pts. #hcsm



6:25

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T1 On websites Group information in clear, consistent way and 
make sure information is easily viewable and accessible 
#hcsm

6:25

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@danamlewis I like the idea, though it would be resource-
intensive to set up. Will providers find sufficient ROI? #hcsm

6:26

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@HawkeyeMissO amen again! #hcsm



6:26

couragesings @couragesings

@She_Sugar exactly! or if I missed any info. #hcsm

6:26

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T1 Also believe that source online can't be 'only & entire 
option' ..consult healthcare provider should always be in there 
#hcsm

6:26

couragesings @couragesings

T1 ask the #pt what works best for them & try to match material 
in a way that makes sense for the #pt #hcsm



6:26

Amelia Lehto @Atoes84

@BillWongOT @crgonzalez I'll throw my 11 year old in the 
mix. He isn't afraid to tell you like it is. His knowledge for good. 
#hcsm

6:27

April Foreman @DocForeman

@danielg280 Social media platforms have worked well for me 
as a pt., b/c there were lots of kinds of info and people. #hcsm

6:27

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T1 @danamlewis some EMR platforms like @hellohealth 
allow for better communication with providers and access to 
one's records. #hcsm



6:27

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @DocForeman @danielg280 Social media platforms have 
worked well for me as a pt., b/c there were lots of kinds of info 
and people. #hcsm

6:27

Dan Goldman @danielg280

@JustinMorganMD Yes, altho I think that will change as I 
believe it's a meaningful use requirement #hcsm

6:27

Chris Sebastian @csebastian

T1: As a graphic designer, I know delivery is just as important 
as content. There's a lot of room for design in medicine. #hcsm



6:27

Jewels @She_Sugar

@danielg280 Is that the lawyer in you? (-: #hcsm

6:27

couragesings @couragesings

MT @csebastian T1: As a graphic designer, delivery is just as 
important as content. There's a lot of room for design in 
medicine. #hcsm

6:27

T2D Research @T2DRemission

@JustinMorganMD Oh, my, that is such a wasted opportunity! I 
think it's got to become inevitable once implementation sorts 
out. #hcsm



6:28

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T1 So many solutions already. Don't complicate things with 
more! Read about @hellohealth and @patientslikeme on 
austinchiang.com/medblog/2014/5… #hcsm

6:28

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@doc_rob i am educated to graduate level and can read and 
understand complex info but still i appreciate plain and 
accessible lang #hcsm

6:28

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

TOPIC 2 - Do we think (too much/not enough) about privacy in 
#hcsm? Does your answer change if thinking about HCPs or 
pts for this Q?#hcsm



6:28

Jewels @She_Sugar

@padschicago @DocForeman @danielg280 Many avenues 
to explore in one place - I agree. #hcsm

6:28

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

T2 live at #hcsm - What do you think: do we talk too much or 
not enough about privacy in #hcsm? Is your answer as a HCP 
or as a pt? Discuss.

6:28

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@danielg280 So important! People keep insisting on talking to 
me, and I don't remember things I've only heard. #hcsm



6:28

Amelia Lehto @Atoes84

T1: Break it down, get it to the younger generation of 
prospective providers and researchers. #hcsm

6:28

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@doc_rob agree it can feel like dumbing down, but when it 
comes to health, plain, simple, language is what we need first 
#hcsm

6:29

David Chou @dchou1107

Privacy discussion is a stumbling block to get things done. 
#hcsm



6:29

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Whoa...Twitter client crashed. Temporary #hcsm blackout.

6:29

Amelia Lehto @Atoes84

@crgonzalez Kids have no qualms telling you like it is and 
often have it better than adults who like to overanalyze. #hcsm

6:29

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

Uh oh! RT @mahoneyr Whoa...Twitter client crashed. 
Temporary #hcsm blackout.



6:29

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

T2: Overblown. The ACA removes the risk of loss of coverage 
for the most part. Web tracking reveals all a biz wants to know 
about you #hcsm

6:29

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

T1 Different patients like different models of education (no 
surprise) so best ask how they like their info. Then be 
prepared #hcsm

6:29

Dan Goldman @danielg280

T2: you can never think too much about privacy. What you do 
because of it is a different issue :) #hcsm



6:29

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@doc_rob yes, that is true #hcsm

6:29

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T1 True about plain simple language. Then if patient has high 
level question you can recalibrate and raise the level #hcsm

6:30

couragesings @couragesings

T2 All of the restrictions relating to privacy seem to prevent me 
as a #pt from accessing my online med records; I want that 
access #hcsm



6:30

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T2 I kind of think we talk about privacy ALL the time during 
#hcsm ...which is probably good, it is important : )

6:30

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T2 Results notification via text can potentially pose privacy 
issues, but again, platforms like @hellohealth are HIPAA-
compliant #hcsm

6:30

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

It was close. Your brain can survive seven seconds without 
oxygen but not much longer without #hcsm @twirlandswirl



6:30

Rob Yates @yates_rob

Dear #HCSM friends. This looks like a very effective + worthy 
venture to support if you care about health in the US 
indiegogo.com/projects/medic…

6:31

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

T2 Privacy and confidentiality remains the elephant in the 
room for medics in SoMe & whether they interact with Pts 
#hcsm

6:31

Amelia Lehto @Atoes84

@waisunchan One size does not fit allow hen it comes to info 
and healthcare. #hcsm



6:31

Jewels @She_Sugar

I appreciate privacy - bu as a pt and provider it's a game 
changer on the giving and receiving ends. #hcsm

6:31

Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp

A2: I think we think too much about this. I'm the patient. I can 
decide what records I want about ME. When. That's how it shld 
be! #hcsm

6:31

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

T2 One of the speakers at #PRSAHealth last week, @dmscott, 
said that everything is tracked whether we like it or not, so get 
over it. #hcsm



6:31

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

We also have to remember, nothing is 100% secure. #hcsm

6:31

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T2. Thought the intention of privacy concerns was to enable 
patient. Not to be a barrier #hcsm

6:31

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

T2 WAIT, I have a meme for this... I just have to find it.... #hcsm



6:31

couragesings @couragesings

@Bristol_scaleMD @She_Sugar And that's where the doc/pt 
relationship comes in handy for #pts to follow up for clarity 
#hcsm

6:31

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@JBBC @doc_rob I want to require all articles to write a plain 
language version of the abstract #hcsm

6:32

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Is #hcsm privacy a little like the weather, though? ("Everybody 
talks about it...nobody does anything about it") @jchevinsky



6:32

Dan Goldman @danielg280

2/2 no quicker way to lose trust than for pts to feel like we've 
violated their privacy. #hcsm

6:32

David Chou @dchou1107

T2 If the patients consent then the providers should not over 
complicate the privacy issue. MyPov #hcsm

6:32

T2D Research @T2DRemission

@joshdbrett The thing is, the added cost would be essentially 
trivial for extraordinarily customized info and value. #hcsm



6:32

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T2 Forum where pts post their medical info like @medhelporg 
puts privacy in hands of pts. Like sharing anything else 
personal online. #hcsm

6:33

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

T2 We certainly don't want to be reckless and we need to 
comply with HIPAA and similar laws. But we shouldn't be 
paralyzed by privacy. #hcsm

6:33

Annette McKinnon @anetto

@pfanderson My friend volunteers with Arthritis Society and 
does just that for the website. Plain language versions #hcsm



6:33

Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla

#HCSM T2 Discussion abt pt privacy is not excessive. 
Discussion about breaking the Federal Law (which will remain 
unnamed) is excessive

6:33

Clay Chappell, MD @CChappellMD

A2: Always have to think about privacy. Protect yourself and 
your patients. #hcsm

6:33

Amy Byer Shainman @BRCAresponder

@JBBC @doc_rob most patients are not medically trained. We 
want the clear, simple language. #hcsm



6:34

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@twirlandswirl I actually related that joke to a group of 
healthcare providers in Dec. 2013---it is that old #hcsm

6:34

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

This wk's #HCSM chat directly relevant to my latest post "For 
the Patients," the 3rd in 6-part blog series re: #HCSM! 
austinchiang.com/medblog/2014/5…

6:34

Jewels @She_Sugar

@anetto It is a barrier on many occassions -Accessing your 
own data or info on a family member in an acccident - it's 
difficult. #hcsm



6:34

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@twirlandswirl Actually, I meant Dec 2012 #hcsm

6:34

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

...and the wacky #hcsm pictures are making an appearance 
again tonight...

6:34

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@mahoneyr Problem is, as always mentioned, more privacy 
means less participation.. less privacy, more participation. 
hard to balance #hcsm



6:35

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@BRCAresponder yes, and when we are ill we are under 
stress, so this is not the time to have to figure out complex 
language #hcsm

6:35

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr I'm usually good for at least a couple. #hcsm

6:35

Jewels @She_Sugar

@BRCAresponder @JBBC @doc_rob But many are savvy 
and want deep explanations as well. #hcsm



6:35

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

T2 Privacy IS different for HCPs and pts. HCPs have a duty to 
protect privacy. Pts are free to share as they see fit. #hcsm

6:35

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@T2DRemission True, though businesses can sometimes get 
shortsighted thinking about the immediate bottom line. #hcsm

6:35

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@danielg280 @DocForeman because I can be flooding up 
their news feed on Twitter. #hcsm #toughbalance



6:35

couragesings @couragesings

@She_Sugar @Bristol_scaleMD (contd) than if I had waited 
for the results to be sent to GP; GP sent me to ER; glad I had 
access 2labs #hcsm

6:36

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@anetto I love that! #hcsm

6:36

April Foreman @DocForeman

@drmikesevilla Discussion about privacy out of proportion to 
discussion about access, outcomes, pt. satisfaction is more to 
the point. #hcsm



6:36

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

I think I'm still stuck on difference between privacy and 
anonymity. Maybe a distinction w/out a difference. 
@jchevinsky #hcsm

6:36

Julie Hallet @halletjulie

What to call your academic event via @phdcomics #hcsm 
#meded pic.twitter.com/eKU83BlClt
”



6:36

Julie Hallet @halletjulie

What to call your academic event via @phdcomics #hcsm 
#meded pic.twitter.com/eKU83BlClt
”



6:36

Jewels @She_Sugar

@Bristol_scaleMD You'd be surprised - patients are so smart 
with their diagnoses these days. #hcsm

6:36

Amy Byer Shainman @BRCAresponder

@JBBC #hcsm Absolutely. Agreed. Even patients with higher 
level understanding or questions…all should still be simple.

6:36

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@danielg280 haha! I will run into much more trouble than that. 
I don't want my reputation to be ruined. :p #hcsm



6:36

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@She_Sugar: @BRCAresponder @doc_rob agree many (like 
me!) will want more info but first level of info should be clear, 
concise #hcsm

6:37

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

T2 HCPs have access to vast amounts of data on lots of pts. 
Pts control their own info. #hcsm

6:37

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@bridginghope @dmscott Too many businesses are afraid to 
share information, that they're giving away the farm. #hcsm



6:37

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@danielg280 @BillWongOT All of us have things that we 
wouldn't want to crawl out of our medical records into public 
view. #hcsm

6:37

Heidi Waldoch LMFT @bridginghope

Hello, I am a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist from 
MN. I appreciate the conversation, especially on EHR. #hcsm

6:37

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@halletjulie That is rich. Is it academically narrow? 
Very. ...Then call it a symposium. HAH! #hcsm



6:37

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@She_Sugar and then next level is where do we find 
accessible and reliable information for more detailed info 
#hcsm

6:37

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

True privacy different for HCP's vs pts. It's public knowledge 
(published in magazine) who my PCP is. #hcsm

6:37

Jewels @She_Sugar

@waisunchan @JoshHerigon It is a roadblock of sorts though 
on both ends #hcsm



6:38

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@She_Sugar @Bristol_scaleMD Yes! They are much smarter 
than years ago. Support groups helped this process! #hcsm

6:38

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

Medical information can be difficult for medics to absorb so we 
must remember how impossible it can be for lay people. Avoid 
jargon #hcsm

6:38

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

With his permission RT @padschicago True privacy different 
for HCP's vs pts. It's public knowledge (published in mag) who 
my PCP is. #hcsm



6:38

Adam Bitterman @BittermanJAMB

Is there an @AAOS1 #hcsm task force? @PranaPT @hjluks 
@DrDavidGeier @freedom_pt

6:38

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T1 IMO privacy issue is key when considering how much we 
share about OTHERS.. individuals have right 2 share as much 
bout self as want #hcsm

6:38

Jewels @She_Sugar

@JoshHerigon If they have access to it... #hcsm



6:38

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

@twirlandswirl agree, we need to start with basic level info - 
those who seek more info should be helped to find it #hcsm

6:38

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Nothing says Mothers Day or #hcsm quite like a good 
mitochondrion. @twirlandswirl

6:38

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr @jchevinsky Yes - if it's private, no one knows if 
it's out of line. #hcsm



6:38

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @jchevinsky T1 IMO privacy issue is key when considering 
how much we shar. individuals have right 2 share as much 
bout self as want #hcsm

6:39

couragesings @couragesings

T2 Having access prevented 2 own med records #ptsafety 
issue: if there are errors that are not corrected that could be 
deadly #hcsm

6:39

Chris Sebastian @csebastian

.@mahoneyr @jchevinsky For me, anonymity is about who 
you are, privacy is about what you do. #hcsm



6:39

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@mahoneyr @twirlandswirl snerk snerk :) #hcsm

6:40

Jewels @She_Sugar

@waisunchan At first, but patients know more than providers 
over time - why listening to pt's is so impt - learn from each 
other #hcsm

6:40

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@mahoneyr I think they are linked, but not the same - can 
have privacy w/o anonymity; can't have anonymity w/o high 
degrees of privacy #hcsm



6:40

Matthew Ray Scott @matthewrayscott

TEDMED & Great Headlines. Steal Like An Artist. 
feedtheagency.com/tedmed-great-h… #HCSM

6:40

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@pfanderson @mahoneyr I posted it on Facebook, and like 
three people got it. *sigh* #hcsm

6:40

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@waisunchan Being on public audio a few times have helped 
me in this regard. #hcsm



6:40

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

And it seems to me that accountability is much more important 
to quality #hcsm than privacy is. I know others disagree, 
though @jchevinsky

6:40

Mike Lemovitz @mikelemovitz

@HealthSocMed While #healthcare is one of the few areas 
where privacy may actually matter to consumers, we tend to 
overthink it. #hcsm

6:41

Jewels @She_Sugar

@csebastian @mahoneyr @jchevinsky It's all the same with 
HIPPA #hcsm #lipssealed



6:41

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@She_Sugar @waisunchan Yes... and sometimes that's why 
it's invaluable to have them share info to HCP's on bigger 
scale. #hcsm

6:41

couragesings @couragesings

T2 (contd) in #BC, no online access 2 med records yet w/
exception of labs & if I see a doc online thru @medeo (can see 
dr's notes) #hcsm

6:41

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Interesting. I was sort of thinking it was the other way around. 
@csebastian @jchevinsky #hcsm



6:41

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

Switching to T3 (topic 3), our final for the evening, in a few 
minutes. #hcsm

6:41

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr @jchevinsky It's a fine line, much like security and 
safety. Like the TSA. But hopefully more effective.... #hcsm

6:42

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@twirlandswirl @mahoneyr I saw it on Facebook! LOL! #hcsm



6:42

Jewels @She_Sugar

@JoshHerigon @waisunchan Of course, HIPPA dictates that 
#hcsm

6:42

April Foreman @DocForeman

@JoshHerigon @She_Sugar @waisunchan Privacy is just 1 
value in HC. There are others. Mostly harmonious, but 
sometimes not. Then what? #hcsm

6:42

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@csebastian @mahoneyr agree - I think anonymity is just the 
'who' ..privacy is linking the who with the where, when, why, 
how #hcsm



6:42

Mike Lemovitz @mikelemovitz

@HealthSocMed Many #hcmktg folks think more about 
#privacy than content/information quality, and that's a recipe 
for disaster. #hcsm

6:42

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

It's all about the audience. @twirlandswirl @pfanderson 
#hcsm

6:42

couragesings @couragesings

@Bristol_scaleMD @She_Sugar as a #pt, I still want access to 
my own records; see @myopennotes study where docs/pts 
loved the system #hcsm



6:43

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@She_Sugar You mean HIPAA, not HIPPA #hcsm

6:43

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

@crgonzalez #hcsm time is it's own vortex :) #hcsm

6:43

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

@crgonzalez As long as you don't hear drums I think the time 
vortex is safe :) #hcsm



6:43

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@padschicago @DocForeman @JoshHerigon @She_Sugar 
@waisunchan And it's a scary situation... for all involved, I'd 
assume. #hcsm

6:43

Dan Goldman @danielg280

@mahoneyr Abrogating privacy would probably increase 
quality due to power of data, but at what cost? #hcsm

6:43

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@danamlewis Don't start goin' meta on me, Lewis #hcsm



6:43

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@crgonzalez @HealthSocMed I'm distracted watching the 
original Spiderman movie with my son. Such a good show! 
#hcsm

6:43

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@mikelemovitz @HealthSocMed and even in telehealth, we 
are trying to search for HIPPA complaint programs related 
items. #hcsm

6:43

Trevor Huber @TKyleDO

@mikelemovitz Can U give some examples of what you 
consider overthinking healthcare privacy is, I am interested in 
ur thoughts #HCSM



6:44

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

@crgonzalez that, too, I can't resist ;) #hcsm

6:44

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@mahoneyr Important in diff areas; privacy likely prioritized for 
patient own needs, accountability prioritized for need from 
HCPs. #hcsm

6:44

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

@mahoneyr @csebastian Agree w/ @jchevinsky anonymity 
not required for privacy, but privacy not guaranteed with 
anonymity. Deep huh? #hcsm



6:44

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

It is! RT @twirlandswirl @padschicago @DocForeman 
@JoshHerigon @She_Sugar @waisunchan scary situation... 
for all involved, I'd assume. #hcsm

6:44

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@mahoneyr @pfanderson My background is in archaeology, 
so I see knowledge of mitochondrial DNA an absolute given. 
Guess not. :P #hcsm

6:44

couragesings @couragesings

@Bristol_scaleMD Agree relationship between doc/pt is 
important for follow up; 2 enhance that relationship, access 2 
records helpful #hcsm



6:44

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

TOPIC 3 - "Health care is X yrs behind everything else." What 
trends are hitting other industries that you wish would impact 
HC now? #hcsm

6:44

T2D Research @T2DRemission

@couragesings I've had one provider that handed me session 
notes on the way out of each visit. #hcsm

6:44

April Foreman @DocForeman

@twirlandswirl @padschicago @JoshHerigon @She_Sugar 
@waisunchan Yep. No fun. But illustrating that privacy is not 
the be-all-end-all. #hcsm



6:44

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

I think you've hit on it: do patients have to choose between 
privacy and quality in #hcsm? @danielg280

6:45

Mike Lemovitz @mikelemovitz

@DocForeman @HealthSocMed Agreed. But, do HCPs think 
so much about it b/c they must to stay out of trouble, or b/c it 
really matters? #hcsm

6:45

�Anna� @smanna750

I have signed my privacy rights away 2 so many drug 
companies & research hospitals. Being used as test subject 
#crohns#gastroparesis #hcsm



6:45

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@padschicago @DocForeman @JoshHerigon @She_Sugar 
@waisunchan It's a hard line to draw, or have drawn for you. 
#hcsm

6:45

murmur55 @murmur55

I've been raped twice in @Partners's ERs. Tossed out of MGH 
with massive injuries. No privacy. No care. #HCSM

6:45

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@T2DRemission How thoughtful. That is worth a blog on best 
practices to acknowledge that tactic #hcsm



6:45

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

T3 live at #hcsm - HC is supposedly X years behind in 
everything. What is a trend from another industry you wish HC 
would adopt sooner/now?

6:46

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@AustinChiangMD @mahoneyr @csebastian Majored in 
philosophy... yesss... rubbing off on y'all! ; ) #hcsm

6:46

couragesings @couragesings

@T2DRemission Oooooo! I like that! #hcsm



6:46

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

T3 Customer service - not doctor-to-patient, but administration 
and especially the payer side. #hcsm

6:46

Jewels @She_Sugar

@Bristol_scaleMD It is - such a short time to spend with pt's, 
putting out current fire overrules everything. #hcsm

6:46

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T3 Would really like to see doctors throw out the fax machines. 
Can't even remeber how long ago it was I depended on fax 
#hcsm



6:46

David Chou @dchou1107

T3 healthcare needs to be more of a self service industry like 
the airline. Moving towards a consumer healthcare model 
#hcsm

6:46

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

T3: Integrating patient input from social media and focus 
groups into clinical study design at the front end of conceptual 
design #hcsm

6:46

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

T3 To take a tech spin on it, “mobile first” strategy for EMRs/
patient portals. #hcsm



6:46

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3 Oh gosh.... this is a big one! #hcsm

6:46

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T2 @mikelemovitz @TKyleDO For many conditions, privacy 
not as valued. Other (more stigmatized conditions), more 
sensitive. #hcsm

6:47

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@HealthSocMed telehealth will be one! It's an emerging area 
of HC that consumers need to know! #hcsm



6:47

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @dchou1107 T3 healthcare needs to be more of a self 
service industry like the airline. Moving towards a consumer 
healthcare model #hcsm

6:47

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

T3 @anetto Someone's gotta use up the world's supply of 
thermal paper though Annette :) #hcsm

6:47

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

T3 We are just going “electronic” and the rest of the world is on 
our smartphones. #hcsm



6:47

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3 1. Efficiency and transparency! #hcsm

6:47

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @jchevinsky T3 1. Efficiency and transparency! #hcsm

6:47

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

T3: Putting "patient" into patient care would be refreshing 
#hcsm

6:47

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3 2. Technological incorporation (from clinic to surgery) 
#hcsm



6:48

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

This. MT @anetto: Would really like to see doctors throw out 
fax machines. Can't even remember how long ago it was I 
depended on fax #hcsm

6:48

Mike Lemovitz @mikelemovitz

@mahoneyr @jchevinsky I disagree. #socialmedia is about 
sharing. Privacy requirements limit PT's ability to do that. 
#hcsm

6:48

Dan Goldman @danielg280

@mahoneyr There are many societal values we don't 
maximize b/c of privacy (safety, for example). True re health 
data as well #hcsm



6:48

Sunny Chan @waisunchan

T3 Well I'm quite glad we don't cold call patients like other 
industries do for the sake of profit #hcsm

6:48

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@She_Sugar @Bristol_scaleMD I feel like I am in a drive thru 
at psychologist's office sometimes. #notcool #hcsm

6:48

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

@JoshHerigon actually, many in the world are on non-
smartphones. Something to think about. #hcsm



6:48

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

T3 ...BOGO? ;) #hcsm

6:48

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

Oh thank god for that! RT @waisunchan Well I'm quite glad we 
don't cold call patients like other industries do for the sake of 
profit #hcsm

6:48

couragesings @couragesings

@Bristol_scaleMD do docs have time 2 review it all? #hcsm 
Perhaps part of the responsibility lies in the #pt to bring forth 
questions



6:48

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

I can't believe Netflix can send me an entire movie online but a 
chart has to be mailed/couriered. Ridiculous. @anetto #hcsm

6:49

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@JoshHerigon That's why we need to promote telehealth and 
the advantages of it! #hcsm

6:49

Matthew Ray Scott @matthewrayscott

Doctor, lose the cape. bit.ly/1l0DPT0 #hcsm



6:49

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3. 3. Cost Analysis - where are the costs coming from, why 
are they different at different hospitals, etc #hcsm

6:49

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T3 we need a more integrated healthcare delivery system 
#hcsm

6:49

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

@mahoneyr @anetto And it costs more than a Netflix 
subscription too. #hcsm



6:49

couragesings @couragesings

@Bristol_scaleMD also teaching #pts skills as to how best to 
make use of the short amount of time; some groups offer such 
workshops #hcsm

6:49

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@danielg280 @mahoneyr and sometimes legislations and 
policy can affect things, too. #hcsm

6:49

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@waisunchan Actually, that's an excellent point. The things we 
DON'T do that other industries to. Good one! #hcsm



6:49

Jewels @She_Sugar

T3. One stop shopping. Make it easier for patients to have their 
needs met in one place. #hcsm

6:49

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3 4. Team-Based Care - this is one starting to filter into 
practice, need more integration, less hierarchy #hcsm

6:49

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@BillWongOT @She_Sugar @Bristol_scaleMD At many HCP 
appointments. Feel awful. #hcsm



6:49

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

If they do use your name, they have to promise to put the stars 
around it. @smanna750 @danielg280 #hcsm

6:49

Annette McKinnon @anetto

@padschicago Yes. Are you or is anyone in your household 
not feeling well? #hcsm

6:50

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

T3: Let's just get the basics. Having every doctor use EHRs 
would be great. Having access to forward to other docs/loved 
ones better #hcsm



6:50

Heidi Waldoch LMFT @bridginghope

@TKyleDO @mikelemovitz I was wondering the same thing. 
#hcsm

6:50

April Foreman @DocForeman

@twirlandswirl @padschicago @JoshHerigon @She_Sugar 
@waisunchan Absolutely, Laurel! #hcsm

6:50

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

@danamlewis Maybe right now, but not for long. 
techcrunch.com/2014/02/13/sma… #hcsm



6:50

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3. 5. Addressing Bureaucracy - so much paperwork, so much 
coding - so little time! #hcsm

6:50

Jewels @She_Sugar

RT@mahoneyr I can't believe Netflix can send me an entire 
movie online but a chart has to be mailed/couriered. 
Ridiculous. @anetto #hcsm

6:50

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@anetto I think a big part is that fax works on existing phone 
lines, while internet/EMR requires more IT infrastructure 
investment. #hcsm



6:51

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T3 Centralized medical records and medication lists. Prevent 
duplicate tests, duplicate prescriptions, medical errors. #hcsm

6:51

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

@JoshHerigon think about the entire world's population, 
though. #hcsm

6:51

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

T3: Access to your own information. I can get credit rpt easily 
from 1 place but can barely get my health info #hcsm



6:51

couragesings @couragesings

T3 actually listening to the customer (or in healthcare, the #pt); 
so often it assumed what #pts want without even asking us! 
#hcsm

6:51

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@mahoneyr Tell it, bro! #hcsm

6:51

Dr. Rob Lamberts @doc_rob

#HCSM T3 Communication between doctors is almost never 
done electronically in my world. Docs are incredibly 
unplugged.



6:51

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

@anetto Funny you should ask. I am trying to use #hcsm as a 
tool to distract me from rheum pain and avoid the 
hydrocodone. LOL

6:52

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3. 6. No More Paper Forms -patients have to fill out same 
forms every single visit to HC office, name, address, insurance 
policy, etc #hcsm

6:52

Josh Herigon MPH @JoshHerigon

@danamlewis Those are worldwide figures with the largest 
growth in sales in Latin America, the Middle East and Africa, 
Asia/Pacific. #hcsm



6:52

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Not to mention how many days are wasted in the hospital 
waiting for information to arrive. Or not to arrive. 
@AustinChiangMD #hcsm

6:52

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@Colin_Hung In Israel (and maybe other places), you keep 
your own health records and bring it with you to dr. No need to 
request. #hcsm

6:52

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@waisunchan You're on a roll tonight. Excellent 
observations. :) #hcsm



6:52

GC @midnightdemon2

@couragesings so true! #hcsm

6:52

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@mikelemovitz @HealthSocMed I read a paper last week that 
telehealth is very new in some areas- such as school based 
OT. #hcsm

6:52

Jewels @She_Sugar

@couragesings It happens to everyone in healthcare too - pt's, 
docs, nurses, etc. #hcsm



6:52

David Chou @dchou1107

@joshdbrett @Colin_Hung is it an electronic system or paper? 
#hcsm

6:53

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@BillWongOT At times, I think those most fiscally strapped will 
have to bootstrap a digital solution to just to compete in the 
market #hcsm

6:53

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

T3 We need more healthcare ambassadors. Like the @UN 
humanitarian ambassadors...more involvement from high 
profile folks? #hcsm



6:53

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Although electronic communication is still kind of tough. Lots of 
info to convey and nobody wants to do it synchronously. 
@doc_rob #hcsm

6:53

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@mikelemovitz @HealthSocMed I think a lot of which has to 
do with policy makers- not convinced about telehealth's utility. 
#hcsm

6:53

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@jchevinsky I can understand this when providers are not 
affiliated with each other. But large health systems have 
downsides too. #hcsm



6:53

Jewels @She_Sugar

@joshdbrett @Colin_Hung Prob is that it's 3 feet thick - no 
one's looking through that, digital records are vital. #hcsm

6:54

Marie Ennis-O'Connor @JBBC

T3 healthcare systems need to adapt so they are truly patient-
centric and enable greater self-care #hcsm

6:54

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @JBBC T3 healthcare systems need to adapt so they are 
truly patient-centric and enable greater self-care #hcsm



6:54

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T3 I would be happier if health care were not a political football 
#hcsm

6:54

Dan Goldman @danielg280

@BillWongOT MD/RN Licensure remains a HUGE barrier to 
teleheath #hcsm

6:54

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

T3 More conscientiousness of quality improvement. QI seen as 
an 'option' in many practices. Should be a requirement 
everywhere. #hcsm



6:54

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

T3: Plain/simplified post-care instructions. I can put up a shelf 
using an Allen key easier than following info on pamphlets 
from doc #hcsm

6:54

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

@She_Sugar @Colin_Hung Totally agree. The hard part is 
getting providers to make the up front IT investment needed to 
convent to EMR. #hcsm

6:54

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

I would love to see more educational opportunities be 
integrated within healthcare. #hcsm



6:55

T2D Research @T2DRemission

@couragesings And of course the irony mentioned here 
before is that the P in HIPAA stands for portability. #hcsm

6:55

couragesings @couragesings

@mcxdermott As a #pt, I'm thinking of access more as a way to 
be an empowered #pt; to give me more info should I forget etc. 
#hcsm

6:55

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

Time flies on Sunday nights during the #hcsm vortex ;) - 
please leaves us with your last thoughts for the week ahead?



6:55

David Chou @dchou1107

Uber of healthcare is coming soon to disrupt #hcsm

6:55

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis

Wrapping up tonight's #hcsm chat - please leave us with your 
last thoughts for the week ahead! (via @HealthSocMed)

6:55

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

That also gets at heart of privacy/anonymity distinction. Hard to 
share privately; but anonymously? @mikelemovitz 
@jchevinsky #hcsm



6:55

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@danielg280 and same goes with OT- hopefully licensing 
portability conversation can change this soon! #hcsm

6:55

Annette McKinnon @anetto

T3 Someone should really look at the info provided. So much 
is ambiguous #hcsm

6:55

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

@joshdbrett @She_Sugar Despite incentives, still no closer to 
having good health information available to all. Better long 
way to go #hcsm



6:55

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

Final thoughts... I want a cat wearing a foil hat. ;) #hcsm

6:56

Dan Goldman @danielg280

@couragesings It's not privacy laws that are preventing online 
access; its providers unwilling to make the investment #hcsm

6:56

Jewels @She_Sugar

@joshdbrett @Colin_Hung Isn't that the truth. People's 
diagnoses are being buried in the meanwhile. #hcsm

6:56

Amanda @LAlupusLady

. @HealthSocMed Happy #LupusAwarenessMonth #hcsm



6:56

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @LAlupusLady . @HealthSocMed Happy 
#LupusAwarenessMonth #hcsm

6:56

Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte

Late arrival, but still glad to catch a few minutes of this 
powerhouse chat. #hcsm

6:56

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

Happy Mother's Day to everyone #hcsm Hope y'all have a 
great week!



6:56

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @Colin_Hung Happy Mother's Day to everyone #hcsm 
Hope y'all have a great week!

6:56

Mike Lemovitz @mikelemovitz

@bridginghope @TKyleDO exception. We handcuff ourselves, 
instead of just asking patients what they're comfortable with. 
(3/3) #hcsm

6:56

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@DrBeckerSchutte We've been waiting for you! #hcsm



6:57

Annette McKinnon @anetto

@padschicago I'm planning to make a tinfoil hat for myself. 
With a tight strap to keep it on #hcsm

6:57

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@dlschermd @She_Sugar Yes! Some telehealth companies 
offer multiple disciplines of services. It's important! #hcsm

6:57

Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte

Yes please! RT @padschicago I would love to see more 
educational opportunities be integrated within healthcare. 
#hcsm #hcsm



6:57

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @anetto @padschicago I'm planning to make a tinfoil hat 
for myself. With a tight strap to keep it on #hcsm

6:57

Jewels @She_Sugar

@dlschermd LOL- yes, not promoting big box medicine rather 
streamlined care. #hcsm

6:57

Colin Hung @Colin_Hung

@She_Sugar @joshdbrett For sure...there's gold in those data 
hills, if we can just mine it properly :) #hcsm



6:57

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson

@LAlupusLady @HealthSocMed Happy 
#LupusAwarenessMonth AND Happy 
#CeliacAwarenessMonth #hcsm

6:57

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

RT @pfanderson @LAlupusLady @HealthSocMed Happy 
#LupusAwarenessMonth AND Happy 
#CeliacAwarenessMonth #hcsm

6:57

Dan Goldman @danielg280

@BillWongOT Agreed, but unfortunately I think we are a long 
time away from nationwide licensure for med professions 
#hcsm



6:57

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Paranoid cats that are afraid of mind-readers; that's something 
to ponder for weeks. @padschicago #hcsm

6:57

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@crgonzalez Another thing to consider- health related 
assessments also needed to be converted into apps or Word 
docs. #hcsm

6:57

Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte

#hcsm



6:57

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago

LOL! RT @mahoneyr Paranoid cats that are afraid of mind-
readers; that's something to ponder for weeks. @padschicago 
#hcsm

6:58

Mike Lemovitz @mikelemovitz

@BillWongOT @HealthSocMed Which is crazy, IMO. The tech 
isn't new. HCPs just didn't/don't know how to get paid for those 
visits. #hcsm

6:58

Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky

@smanna750 That is so great! I wonder how many HCPs are 
doing this..! #hcsm



6:58

Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte

RT @BillWongOYT Another thing to consider- health related 
assessments also needed to be converted into apps or Word 
docs. #hcsm #hcsm

6:58

Bill Wong @BillWongOT

@danielg280 In OT, I heard this is hopefully changing. My 
boss is at the forefront on this. #hcsm

6:58

Joshua Brett @joshdbrett

Thank you @danamlewis for leading another great #hcsm 
chat. Have a great week!



6:58

Jewels @She_Sugar

@BillWongOT @dlschermd Even hospitals locating outpatient 
pharm, p.t., radiology, and lab near one another - it can be a 
circus. #hcsm

6:58

Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte

RT @mahoneyr Paranoid cats that are afraid of mind-readers; 
that's something to ponder for weeks. @padschicago #hcsm 
#hcsm

6:58

Annette McKinnon @anetto

@crgonzalez In my Drs office would pass the hat for new 
receptionist #hcsm



6:58

Austin Chiang, MD @AustinChiangMD

#hcsm Please check out "For The Patients" the latest (#3) in 
my 6-part Healthcare & Social Media blog series! 
austinchiang.com/medblog/2014/5… …

6:59

Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl

@DrBeckerSchutte @mahoneyr @padschicago My cat is 
afraid of soda bottles. Maybe I should get him a tin foil hat? 
#hcsm

6:59

Carmen Gonzalez @crgonzalez

@BillWongOT This is on the right track strokeassociation.org/
STROKEORG/Warn… #hcsm



6:59

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Final #hcsm thought? The industry hasn't figured out how to 
use technology to communicate. Need to keep working toward 
it.

6:59

T2D Research @T2DRemission

T2 The tech industry would never stand for the myriad 
proprietary, platform-specific software and hardware endemic 
in diabetes mgmt. #hcsm

6:59

Doctor as Designer @joyclee

Agree! "Writing in public (blogs,Twitter) is forcing us to be 
clearer, more convincing & smarter" npr.org/blogs/alltechc… 
#hcsm



6:59

Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte

RT @T2DRemission: @couragesings And of course the irony 
mentioned here before is that the P in HIPAA stands for 
portability. #hcsm #hcsm

6:59

Doctor as Designer @joyclee

Agree! "Writing in public (blogs,Twitter) is forcing us to be 
clearer, more convincing & smarter" goo.gl/wbMLvX #hcsm

6:59

Jewels @She_Sugar

@OneGrenouille Sure- limited time but if needed it's easier to 
dig deeper with an EHR. #hcsm



7:00

Robert Mahoney @mahoneyr

Perhaps a tin can hat, then. @twirlandswirl @DrBeckerSchutte 
@padschicago #hcsm

7:00

couragesings @couragesings

For further reading relating to #pts & data access: 
epatientdave.com/2009/09/20/giv… from @ePatientDave 
#hcsm

7:00

Heidi Waldoch LMFT @bridginghope

@mikelemovitz @TKyleDO By asking PTs what they are 
comfortable with changes with the way it's asked. (1/2) #hcsm



7:00

HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed

That's a wrap on another awesome #hcsm chat! Thanks, all! 
See you again next Sunday at 8pm CT - and remember to DM 
or @HealthSocMed topics!


